DATA INFO Exhibitiondisplays
Pop-Up Display "Curved" complete set

Measurements for "Curved" small, "Curved" large and "Curved" mega

dpi) or in a relation of 300) 1:2 dpi). Trim, bleed or cropmarks
are not needed. Also, clear out alpha channels, cutting paths
and further masks. Fonts should be embedded or converted
to paths / curves. If possible, also embedd your logos and
illustrations in vector (EPS, Ai, PDF*).

File formats
Digital- and large format printing:
- EPS, AI, PDF*, TIFF, JPEG or PSD (reduced to one layer)
up to version CS 4 (Adobe)
*important notice
PDFs are created in a variety of different programs with different attributes.
This way, numerous errors may occur, for instance missing or wrong fonts,
color anomalies, missing images etc. To prevent such problems, feel free

Colors
will be converted to CMYK (FOGRA27), so we can't furnish a
garantee for this change.
Pantone and HKS-colors are spotcolors which aren't printable
in digital printing but will be simulated in CMYK.
PROOF

Coloradjustments concerning the RIP-software or the printer
directly are not possible. If color accuracy is important, we
recommend a proof to you.
your color (i.e. in form of little squares with the corresponding
CMYK values).
This chart will be printed colorproof on the original material.
le according to the proof if necessary.

Upload to the server
www.nabadv.com

E-Mail

info@nabadv.com

contact.:

Tel.: (+2) - 02 - 33860217
Fax : (+2) - 02 - 33860217
Mob: (+2) - 01123986926

3x3 Pop-UP

Exhibitiondisplays

Pop-Up Display "Curved" complete set small
(344 cm x 230 cm)

Visibility of the sheets
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230 cm
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Note: part will be visible from the back!
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Note: part will be visible from the back!
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Please note

- the viewing distance for pop-up displays will be app.
3m, but at least 1m
- we print with a tolerance of 0,1 up tp %0,2
so a difference of 1mm up to 5mm is normal within
a height of 230 cm
- the complete graphic consists of single sheets so there
won't be a clean junction so please avoid putting small
letters or graphical elements on the cutting edges

All measurements are in cm.

Measurements of the single sheets

Sheet 4

Sheet 5

70 cm

70 cm

70 cm

67 cm

230 cm

Sheet 3

67 cm

Sheet 2

Sheet 1

Important
344x230cm.
Single sheets are not necessary.

IMPORTANT:
Please create the data without trim,
bleed or cropmarks.
All measurements are in cm.

www.nabadv.com

3x4 Pop-UP

Exhibitiondisplays

Pop-Up Display "Curved" complete set large
(414 cm x 230 cm)

Visibility of the sheets
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Sideview
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Note: part will be visible from the back!
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Sideview

Note: part will be visible from the back!
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Please note

- the viewing distance for pop-up displays will be app.
3m, but at least 1m
- we print with a tolerance of 0,1 up tp %0,2
so a difference of 1mm up to 5mm is normal within
a height of 230 cm
- the complete graphic consists of single sheets so there
won't be a clean junction so please avoid putting small
letters or graphical elements on the cutting edges

All measurements are in cm.

Measurements of the single sheets

Sheet 5

70 cm

70 cm

70 cm

230 cm

Sheet 4

70 cm

Sheet 6

Sheet 3

67 cm

Sheet 2

Sheet 1

Important
414x230cm.
Single sheets are not necessary.

67 cm

IMPORTANT:
Please create the data without trim,
bleed or cropmarks.
All measurements are in cm.
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